Open Up to a New Way of Living
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Change the Way
You See Your World
A view you never knew existed. A standing invitation
to connect with the outdoors. Sunlight and fresh air.
Moving glass walls from Skye Walls don’t just transform
your home, they redefine the way you live in it.

A Reimagination of Space
Whether they’re blending the indoors with the outside, expanding
living areas, or providing taller and wider views, Skye Walls’ moving
glass walls revolutionize how you experience your home, in ways
you never thought possible.
Open up the glass walls completely to create a dramatic indooroutdoor experience perfect for entertaining guests. Let in fresh air
while you relax on the patio. Enjoy a wall-size view of a morning
rain shower without feeling a drop. It’s your world, but now with a
whole new perspective.

View to the outdoors 365 days a year
Loads of natural light
Great for get-togethers
Increased airflow and circulation
Rooms appear more spacious
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Before

During

We Got This. We Got All of This.
When you purchase a moving glass wall from Skye Walls, you get an
experience unlike any other. We take care of every part of the process, from
manufacturing your custom product to installation and cleanup. That means
you can start enjoying your new way of living faster — in most cases, within
a week of product delivery.

Support that Has You Covered
In addition to your free consultation, you’ll get support from on-site experts
who can answer questions before you put in your custom order. And we’ll
stay in touch throughout your project.

After
We Stand Behind Our Products Because We Are Our Products
Skye Walls is a division of Western Window Systems, a designer and
manufacturer of moving glass walls and windows in Phoenix.

Pro Performance
Our handpicked engineers, installers, and general contractors receive rigorous
screening and training. Their knowledge of construction and building materials,
help your project stay on track and give you peace of mind.

Financing that Fits Most Budgets
Take advantage of special financing programs with such flexible terms as
deferred payments and low minimum monthly payments. Each program is an
affordable way to help you fit your Skye Walls project within your budget.

An Industry-Leading Warranty
Your moving glass wall from Skye Walls is covered by a lifetime warranty on
glass and installation and a 10-year warranty on materials, including locks
and hinges.
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What Makes a Skye Walls
Moving Glass Wall?
When you choose a moving glass wall from Skye Walls, you get the
same kind of high-quality, long-lasting product preferred by architects,
designers, and builders of homes across the country. No other moving
glass wall product rewards you in so many ways.

Wide glass panels provide more light and maximize views
Heavy-duty hardware allows doors to move easily and smoothly
Thermal, water, air, and structural testing help protect your home
Concealed locking system provides additional security
Contemporary design blends easily with a wide variety of home styles

Climate-Ready Glass
Every glass wall from Skye Walls comes standard
with high-performance low-E 366, argon-filled
dual-pane glass that reflects heat while allowing
light to pass through. When compared with many
other glass types, high-performance low-E glass:
• Promotes overall energy efficiency
• Lowers outside noise
• Improves security
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The Faces of Skye Walls
Choose a contemporary-looking aluminum sliding glass
door with stacking panels or a folding glass door with
simulated steel grids in the style of an urban loft. There are
vinyl options, too. Each is available in a near-infinite variety
of finishes, sizes, and configurations.
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Sliding Doors
Also called multi-slide or panoramic doors, our sliding doors feature large
panels that slide open and stack or tuck away out of sight to connect the
indoors with the outside. Panels can move in one direction or part in the center.

Sliding Door Closed

Sliding Door Open

Material Options for Sliding Doors
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Aluminum

Vinyl

Used in contemporary living
spaces, it can be finished in a
variety of colors and does not
require regular maintenance.

The most economical solution
to transform your home, it
stands up to the elements and
is nearly maintenance free.
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Classic Aluminum
Sliding Door

Performance Aluminum
Sliding Door

Simulated Steel Aluminum
Sliding Door

Smooth operation meets clean design.

Energy efficiency and strength.

The look of steel but more affordable and
energy efficient.

Features

Features

•
•
•
•

Everything in Classic, Plus:

Features

• Available in bigger and taller sizes
• Design pressure (DP) rating of 50 for durability
• Compliant with California’s rigorous Title 24 requirements

Everything in Classic and Performance, Plus:

•
•
•
•
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Low-E dual pane argon-filled glass for energy efficiency
Wide panels for more light and glass
Panels can move in one direction or part in the center
Panels can stack within the frame or conceal within a
wall pocket
Stainless steel ball bearing rollers for easy operation
Concealed multi-point locking system
Contemporary hardware
After-market screening solution

• Beveled glass stops
• Simulated divided lites to emulate a putty glaze

Vinyl Sliding Door
Smooth operation at a value.
Features
• Low-E dual pane argon-filled glass for energy efficiency
• Wide panels allow for more light and bigger views
• A built-in self-drainage weep system to help safeguard
against water intrusion
• Color-matched hardware
• Concealed locking system
• Optional flush-mounted handle so panels easily slide
past each other
• After-market screening solution
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Folding Doors
Sometimes referred to as bi-fold or accordion doors, our folding doors
slide open and feature panels that fold up against a wall for a true indooroutdoor experience. Available with a swinging access door for everyday
operation. In contemporary aluminum.

Folding Door Closed

Folding Door Open

Material Option for Sliding Doors
Aluminum
Used in contemporary living spaces, it can be finished in a variety of colors
and does not require regular maintenance.
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Classic Aluminum
Folding Door

Performance Aluminum
Folding Door

Simulated Steel Aluminum
Folding Door

Smooth operation meets clean design.

Energy efficiency and strength.

The look of steel but more affordable and
energy efficient.

Features

Features

•
•
•
•
•
•

Everything in Classic, Plus:

Features

• Available in bigger and taller sizes
• Design pressure (DP) rating of 50 for durability
• Compliant with California’s rigorous Title 24 requirements

Everything in Classic and Performance, Plus:

Low-E dual pane argon-filled glass for energy efficiency
Narrow sitelines for additional glass and light
Stainless steel ball bearing rollers for smooth operation
Concealed multi-point lock for additional protection
Contemporary hardware for a sleek aesthetic
Optional single swinging access door for everyday use

We Do Pivot Doors, Too
Boldly dramatic, a pivot door from Skye Walls may
be the most impressive way to customize your
home’s entryway. Like our moving glass walls, it
maximizes views and lets in light. And because it’s
aluminum, it’s low maintenance. Ask your Skye
Walls expert for more details.

• Beveled glass stops
• Simulated divided lights to emulate a putty glaze
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It’s Good to Have Options
Available in a multitude of colors, handles, and floor sills,
sliding and folding glass doors from Skye Walls offer
infinite ways to customize.
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Handles for
Sliding Doors

Handles for
Folding Doors

Flush-Mounted

Dallas

The flush-mounted handle’s clean, narrow
design allows panels to easily slide past
each other or into a pocket. Available in
brushed nickel or black for aluminum. VInyl
only in black.

Located on the swinging
panel, making it convenient
for everyday use. In brushed
nickel or black.

Premium

D-Pull

Our premium handle features a one-piece
design and comfortable grip. Aluminum
finish choices are available in brushed
nickel or black. For non-pocketing Classic
sliding doors only.

Aids in opening and closing
the door. In stainless steel
or black.

Contemporary

Inactive Lock

The square-shaped contemporary handle
is available for non-pocketing Performance
and Simulated Steel sliding doors. In
brushed nickel or black for aluminum.

Secures the door panels.
Available in brushed nickel
or black.

C-Pull
For a consistent look, on vinyl door with
standard handles, we match the hardware
color to the frame.
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Designer
Aluminum Colors

Standard
Aluminum Colors

AUTUMN NIGHT

BRONZE ANODIZED

BISON BEIGE

SATIN ANODIZED

BRIAR

WARMTONE

CINNAMON TOAST

WHITE

Floor Sills

Water Barrier Sill

Flush Sill

Thinline Sill

Designed for effectiveness in
all climates, an interior leg and
weep system help to safeguard
against water intrusion.

When ease of entry is more
important than performance
against the elements. Lines up
with most interior flooring.

Ideal for projects where a
continuation of flooring from the
inside to the outdoors needs to
appear virtually seamless. For
sliding doors only.

HILLSIDE BRONZE

NAVAJO WHITE

STONISH BEIGE

Vinyl Colors
ALMOND

BLACK

We can
match almost
any finish.
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Rollers
Rolling hardware includes a standard 1.81”
size and our 3” roller for handling larger and
heavier panels.

What About
Screens?
An aluminum frame panel screen provides
optimal ventilation and protection from
outside pests. Not available for folding
doors and some sizes of sliding doors.
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Let the Transformation Begin
Visit skyewallsbywws.com to set up a free in-home consultation with
a Skye Walls expert and get your questions answered. From helping you
choose the best door style to measuring your opening for a perfect fit to
providing you with a detailed quote on the spot, we’ve got you covered.

Let’s Talk

skyewallsbywws.com

See for Yourself
With the Skye Walls app, you can visualize our
sliding and folding glass walls in your room
using augmented reality. Download from App
Store or Google Play.
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